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and architectural design for
advanced steel architecture
structures. It is widely used in
the design and analysis of steel
construction engineering in.
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In the episode it is revealed that
after saving his first kiss, Dennis
was able to achieve a higher
score in the school's kissing
championship. Even though the
bar is too low, Dennis felt a rush
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and was called "a four-time
kissing champ." (This contradicts
his statement that a single time
was "a big deal" on "Modern
Family.") The girls' team takes
second place, with Charlie and
her team placing second in the
math section and Claire and her
team placing second in the
writing section. The teams'
combined total is 45 points,
placing them in third place, just
behind the winning Blair High
School. Critical reception The
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episode received positive reviews
from critics. The Washington
Post critic Tom Shales wrote, "I
haven't been this excited about
the news about a TV show since
the Writers Guild of America
announced that the studio
audience would be eliminated
from 'The Tonight Show' in
1969." Rotten Tomatoes gives
the episode a score of 86% based
on 13 reviews, with an average
rating of 6.3 out of 10. The
website's critical consensus
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reads, "Innovative and diverse in
concept and execution, 'The KissOff' is funny, clever and in
keeping with the series' tone, a
welcome return to the highconcept humor of its
predecessors." References
External links Category:Modern
Family (season 5) episodes
Category:2010 American
television episodes7 Tips for
Surviving the Apocalypse We've
all imagined ourselves doing
whatever it takes to survive the
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end of the world, but which
survival tips can really keep you
from dying? The folks at survival
experts BackCountry.com
interviewed celebrity survivalist
Bear Grylls, Dr. John "The Bear"
Alexander, and survival guru
Peter Smirnoff for their top
survival tips. They also polled
1,000 experts and asked them for
their best tips, too. So which
techniques would you put into
practice? Read on for their best
survival tips and be prepared to
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survive! 1. Be Prepared (Bear
Grylls) Grylls advises that you
should always make sure that you
have a solar-powered light,
water, a compass, maps, food,
and a weapon, among other
survival necessities. You don't
have to go out of your way to
have these things, but it is a good
idea to make sure that you have a
stash of them so you don
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